Neuronal encoding of conditional stimulus duration in the cingulate cortex and the limbic thalamus of rabbits.
Neuronal activity in cingulate cortex was recorded during discriminative active avoidance conditioning of rabbits. In one subpopulation of neurons, brief (200 and 500 ms) conditional stimuli (CSs) elicited greater average cingulate cortical training-induced neuronal discharges during conditioned response acquisition than did a long (5,000 ms) CS, and the amount of neuronal discrimination between CS+ and CS- was greater in response to the brief CSs than to the long CS. Neurons in a different subpopulation did not encode CS duration per se but were sensitive to the novelty of the CS duration. Medial dorsal and anteroventral thalamic neurons were suppressed by novel CS durations that activated novelty-sensitive neurons in related cingulate cortical areas. These results are discussed in relation to a theoretical model of the neural mediation of avoidance conditioning.